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networks.tb A free software suite for co-evolving network analysis
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Camille Roth∗ March 8, 2008



Copyright/copyleft This set of programs is free software, written by and copyright (c) 2003-2008 Camille Roth∗ , distributed under the GNU Public License v2; with an exception for networks.tb/galois which also partially contains software written by Christian Lindig, (c) 1994 Technical University of Braunschweig, Germany (also licensed under the GNU Public License v2) [1]. As it is work in progress, it may still contain bugs, so feel free to improve it as well as add new applications. See COPYING for redistribution details. All applications are written in C. Graphical interfaces are based on the GNU ToolKit library (GTK), v2.2, 2.4, 2.6 or higher.
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networks.tb: a toolbox for co-evolving networks [as of v1.20b]



networks.tb is a software suite for analyzing co-evolving networks. It is recommended for the study of socio-semantic networks, or epistemic networks. Actually, it has initially been designed for that purpose as an helper and empirical study tool for a knowledge community case study [4]. In particular, it is possible to work on epistemic networks consisting of scientists using concepts, with empirical data extrated from MedLine bibliographical data, through networks.tb/medline.scanner. More broadly, the suite is also relevant for Galois lattice (or concept lattice) computation and manipulation, using networks.tb/galois — see more specifically [5]. Most networks.tb programs use the same file format, the networks.tb format, which is comprehensively detailed in Sec. 3. Thus, it is possible to work on the same empirical data with most networks.tb applications, as well as manipulate data using proprietary software based on the networks.tb format. Basically, the networks.tb format consists of an index file, along with several other specific data files (agent list, concept list, matrices, etc.) listed in the index file; as such, many networks.tb applications need to be fed only by an index file. networks.tb actually consists of the following different programs and libraries: ∗ University of Toulouse, 21 All´ ee de Brienne, F-31000 Toulouse, France / CRESS (U. Surrey, UK), Guildford, GU2 7XH. [email protected] or [email protected]
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Figure 1: networks.tb/networks.if



1.1



networks.tb/networks.if [as of v1.07a]



networks.tb is a graphical interface and front-end for epistemic network observation and manipulation. It should be launched using only one argument specifying a networks.tb index file. A screenshot is displayed on Fig. 1. Source files: networks.if.h, networks.if.c, networks.if.helper.h, networks.if.helper.c



1.2



networks.tb/galois [as of v1.24]



networks.tb/galois is an extensive Galois Lattice (GL, a.k.a. “concept lattice” [8]) computing application [5], including various low-level manipulations on relationship matrices that are used for creating Galois lattices.1 This program is controlled by a text-based interface: networks.tb/galois is launched with one argument, the networks.tb index file corresponding to the binary relation matrix R. Then, the program successively asks several questions that guide the lattice computation: 1. Process the index file given as an argument, find the matrix file (which must have already been created, by networks.tb/networks.if for instance), then display various information on the corresponding bipartite graph between objects and properties (agents and concepts, rows and columns). 2. Propose methods for randomizing links in R: (1) keep only the same density of links, (2) keep the distribution of links from objects to properties (agents to concepts), (3) keep the same distribution of links [3]. 1 Note



that all “lindig/*” files are part of Concepts, a library written by Christian Lindig. These files are free software, distributed under the GNU Public License version 2, and copyright (c) 1994 Technical University of Braunschweig, Germany.
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Figure 2: networks.tb/galois



3. Ask for a filtering threshold α, so that any weighted link in R becomes a binary (0/1) link if its weight is above α. Then, it is possible to export the binary relation matrix in various formats (either “IBM TXT” for use with Galicia, or “Burmeister” for use with Toscana). 4. Compute the GL. 5. Display the distribution of object set (agent set, item set, etc.) sizes of GL nodes (a.k.a. complete couples or closed couples), and exports it under “galois.export.distrib”, 6. Upon request, compute various quantities on GL nodes (distances, simplified hierarchy) and exports this extended lattice under “ccexport.galois”. A screenshot of networks.tb/galois is shown on Fig. 2. Source files: galois.h, galois.c, lindig/{concept.h, concept.c, config.h, defines.h, list.c, list.h, panic.c, panic.h, relation.c, relation.h, set.c, set.h}



1.3



networks.tb/medline.scanner [as of v1.20]



A scanner and converter for MedLine databases, available for instance from PubMed. Creates networks.tb-compatible databases, directly viewable with networks.tb/networks.if. As shown on Fig. 3. See usage example in Sec. 2.1. Source files: medline.scanner.h, medline.scanner.c Needed files: words.base(.dummy)2 , stop-words.base(.dummy)3 2 List of word classes relevant for the database – the format of this file is like one produced by stembase, [INDEX].words.base. 3 Stop-word list: the words in this file will simply be ignored by networks.tb/medline.scanner.
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Figure 3: networks.tb/medline.scanner



Figure 4: networks.tb/stembase



1.4



networks.tb/stembase [as of v1.1b]



A vocabulary manipulation tool, strongly associated with networks.tb/networks.if. As shown on Fig. 4. See usage example in Sec. 2.1. Source file: stembase.c



1.5



networks.tb/twobk [as of v1.00]



A bipartite graph reshuffling tool, such that the randomized bipartite graph respects the original degree distributions of link extremities. In other words, if there is a certain proportion of bipartite links in the original bipartite graph such that the couple of degrees of the couple of nodes it is connected to is (k, k 0 ), then this proportion is respected; while reshuffling a certain number of bipartite links in order to converge towards a random bipartite graph (but always respecting this constraint). This corresponds to a version of the bipartite dK reconstruction (originally proposed for monopartite graphs in [2]), also called “dBK reconstruction”, as illustrated in [7]. 4



As such, networks.tb/twobk thus only performs a 2BK reconstruction: not only are degree distributions respected (this would be 1BK) but also degree correlations (i.e. 2BK).4 . Usage: twobk (input bipartite adjacency list) (output list) [intended number of swaps] where: • “input bipartite adjacency list” is a file describing a bipartite graph, or an hypergraph, made of events gathering agents, as extensively described in Sec. 3.5. • “output list” is the name of the file into which the randomized graph should be saved • the optional “intended number of swaps” argument evidently refers to the number of desired reshuffling swaps to be performed by the program. By default, it is set to the product “agents × events”.



Source files: twobk.c, twobk.h



1.6



networks.tb/networks.tb [as of v1.20b]



Functions and programs shared by networks.tb applications. Source files: networks.tb.h, networks.tb.c, scanner.h, scanner.c, gtk.helper.h, gtk.helper.c, networks.tb.filelist, networks.tb.fileformat
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[note that this also refers to the main version number of the whole ‘‘networks.tb’’ suite]



Examples of procedures



2.1



Using database-relevant stop words and word classes with networks.tb/medline.scanner when parsing a MedLine database



Case: One has a MedLine database, in plain text, and wants to create a networks.tb database from this bibliographical data, as well as do a basic linguistic processing on the words present in the database: for instance, excluding stop words relevantly with respect to the field, and regrouping other words within proper word classes (e.g. having “book” and “books” both being reduced to “book”). The procedure is as follows: 1. Check that both files words.base and stop-words.base are either empty, or pointing to the right database. 2. Launch medline.scanner on the raw MedLine database; if successful, export to [INDEX], where [INDEX] is the root name of the networks.tb database to be created (for instance, [INDEX]≡“foo”). 3. Lemmatize [INDEX].words to [INDEX].words.stemmed, preferably through porter/porter.c. 4. Launch stembase to create word classes into [INDEX].words.base, export n-hapaxes (with n 
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